Live Your Favourite Subject

Dear Parents and Children

Mrs Goods and I are running a weird, funny little creative activity and you might like to be a part of it. We want lots of kids to come to school on the first Wednesday of Term 3 dressed in a jumper that’s been decorated to represent their favourite subject. That is weird, isn’t it?

We got the idea from Mrs Goods herself (and Mrs Krynen), who, as a maths representative, met the ‘School Inspectors’ in a jumper decorated as the subject of maths. Mrs Krynen said to the ‘Inspectors’, “We don’t just teach our subject, we live it.”

So, if you’re interested, creative and have time over the holidays we’d love to see you back at school on the first Wednesday of term ‘Living Your Favourite Subject’.

Your ‘jumper’ could be a jumper, coat, jacket, raincoat, shirt, hoodie or similar.

Your subject could be Maths, English, Art, French, Sport, PE, Science, History or whatever. You could even pick one area of a subject; for me it would be Maths – Number – Roman Numerals (or maybe Fractions) – and my jumper would be covered with tricky and interesting Roman Numerals that people would have to figure out.

Mrs Goods and I will meet all the decorated kids in the Undercover Area at lunchtime so we can take their photos and hand out raffle tickets for a prize draw. Mrs Goods will be wearing her jumper (or a new one) and I guess you know what I’ll be wearing.

Happy stitching/gluing/crafting/stapling/sewing/taping/cutting

Mr J and Mrs Goods